We consider a population of n agents which communicate with each other in a decentralized manner, through random pairwise interactions. One or more agents in the population may act as authoritative sources of information, and the objective of the remaining agents is to obtain information from or about these source agents. We study two basic tasks: broadcasting, in which the agents are to learn the bit-state of an authoritative source which is present in the population, and source detection, in which the agents are required to decide if at least one source agent is present in the population or not.
INTRODUCTION
Information-spreading protocols, and more broadly epidemic processes, appear in nature, social interactions between humans, as well as in man-made technology, such as computer networks. For some protocols we have a reasonable understanding of the extent to which the information has already spread, i.e., we can identify where the information is located at a given step of the process: we can intuitively say which nodes (or agents) are "informed" and which nodes are "uninformed". This is the case for usual protocols in which uninformed agents become informed upon meeting a previously informed agent, cf. e.g. mechanisms of rumor spreading and opinion spreading models studied in the theory community [25, 27] . Arguably, most man-made networking protocols for information dissemination also belong to this category.
By contrast, there exists a broad category of complex systems for which it is impossible to locate which agents have acquired some knowledge, and which are as yet devoid of it. In fact, the question of "where the information learned by the system is located" becomes somewhat fuzzy, as in the case of both biological and synthetic neural networks. In such a perspective, information (or knowledge) becomes a global property of the entire system, whereas the state of an individual agent represents in principle its activation, rather than whether it is informed or not. The convergence from an uninformed population to an informed population over time is far from monotonous. Even so, once some form of "signal" representing global knowledge has emerged, agents may try to read and copy this signal into their local state, thus each of them eventually also becomes informed. At a very informal conceptual level, we refer to this category of information-dissemination protocols as protocols with emergent behavior. At a more technical level, emergent protocols essentially need to rely on non-linear dynamical effects, which typically include oscillatory behavior, chaotic effects, or a combination of both. (This can be contrasted with simple epidemic protocols for information-spreading, in which nodes do not become deactivated.)
This work exhibits a simple yet fundamental scenario of selfstabilizing information-spreading which can only be addressed efficiently using emergent protocols. The source or sources of information act only as a catalyst in information spreading, boosting an ongoing oscillatory dynamical process in the population to prevent it from stopping. Both the efficient operation of the designed protocols, and the need for non-stationary dynamical effects in any efficient protocol for the considered problems, can be formalized through rigorous theoretical analysis.
Problems and Model
We consider a population of n identical agents, each of which may be in a constant number of possible states. Interactions between agents are pairwise and random. A fair scheduler picks a pair of interacting agents independently and uniformly at random in each step. The protocol definition is provided through a finite sequence of state transition rules, following the precise conventions of the randomized Population Protocol model [5, 8] or (equivalently) of fixed-volume Chemical Reaction Networks [20] . 1 The input to the problem is given by fixing the state of some subset of agents, to some state of the protocol, which is not available to any of the other agents. Intuitively, the agents whose state has been fixed are to be interpreted as authoritative sources of information, which is to be detected and disseminated through the network (i.e., as the rumor source node, broadcasting station, etc.). For example, the problem of spreading a bit of information through the system is formally defined below.
Problem BitBroadcast Input States: X 1 , X 2 . Promise: The population contains a non-zero number of agents in exactly one of the two input states {X 1 , X 2 }. Question: Decide if the input state present in the population is X 1 or X 2 .
We can, e.g., consider that the transmitting station (or stations) choose whether to be in state X 1 or X 2 in a way external to the protocol, and thus transmit the "bit" value 1 or 2, respectively, through the network. Broadcasting a bit is one of the most fundamental networking primitives. The definition of the population protocol includes a partition of the set of states of the protocol into those corresponding to the possible answers to the problem. When the protocol is executed on the population, the output of each agent may be read at every step by checking, for each agent, whether its state belongs to the subset of an output state with a given answer (in this case, the answer of the agent will be the "bit" it has learned, i.e., 1 or 2). We will call a protocol exact if it eventually converges to a configuration, such that starting from this configuration all agents always provide the correct answer. We will say it operates with ε-error, for a given constant ε > 0, if starting from some step, at any given step of the protocol, at most an ε-fraction of the population holds the incorrect answer, with probability 1 − O(1/n).
Time is measured in steps of the scheduler, with n time steps called a round, with the expected number of activations of each agent per round being a constant. Our objective is to design protocols which converge to the desired outcome rapidly. Specifically, a protocol is expected to converge in O(poly log n) rounds (i.e., in O(npoly log n) steps), with probability 1 −O(1/n), starting from any possible starting configuration of states in the population, conforming to the promise of the problem. 2 Motivated by both applications and also a need for a better understanding of the broadcasting problem, we also consider a variant of the broadcasting problem in which no promise on the presence of the source is given. This problem, called Detection, is formally defined below.
Problem Detection
Input State: X . Question: Decide if at least one agent in state X is present in the population.
Detection of the presence of a source is a task which is not easier than broadcasting a bit. Indeed, any detection protocol is readily converted into a broadcasting protocol for states {X 1 , X 2 } by identifying X = X 1 and treating X 2 as a dummy state which does not enter into any interactions (i.e., is effectively not visible in the network). Intuitively, the detection task in the considered setting is much harder: a source X may disappear from the network at any time, forcing other agents to spontaneously "unlearn" the outdated information about the presence of the source. This property is inherently linked to the application of the Detection problem in suppressing false rumors or outdated information in social interactions. Specifically, it may happen that a certain part of a population find themselves in an informed state before the original rumor source is identified as a source of false information, a false rumor may be propagated accidentally because of an agent which previously changed state from "uninformed" to "informed" due to a fault or miscommunication, or the rumor may contain information which is no longer true. Similar challenges with outdated information and/or false-positive activations are faced in Chemical Reaction Networks, e.g. in DNA strand displacement models [4] . In that context, the detection problem has the intuitive interpretation of detecting if a given type of chemical or biological agent (e.g., a contaminant, cancer cell, or hormonal signal) is present in the population, and spreading this information among all agents.
Our Results
In Section 3, we show that both the BitBroadcast, and the Detection problem can be solved with protocols which converge in an expected O(log n) rounds to a correct outcome, starting from any possible starting configuration of the system (i.e., in a selfstabilizing manner). The solution to BitBroadcast guarantees a correct output. The solution to Detection admits one-sided ε-error: in the absence of a source, all agents correctly identify it as absent, whereas when the source is present, at any moment of time after convergence the probability that at least (1 − ε)n agents correctly identify the source as present is at least 1 − O(1/n). 3 Here, ε > 0 is a constant influencing the protocol design, which can be made arbitrarily small.
They rely on the same basic building block, namely, a protocol realizing oscillatory dynamics at a rate controlled by the number of present source states in the population. Thus, these protocols display non-stationary behavior. In Section 4, we show that such behavior is a necessary property in the following sense. We prove that in any protocol which solves Detection in sub-polynomial time in n and which uses a constant number of states, the number of agents occupying some state has to undergo large changes: by a polynomially large factor in n during a time window of length proportional to the convergence time of the protocol. For the Bit-Broadcast problem, we show that similar volatile behavior must appear in a synthetic setting in which a unique source is transmitting its bit as random noise (i.e., selecting its input state {X 1 , X 2 } uniformly at random in subsequent activations).
We note that, informally speaking, our protocols rely on the emergence of a "signal" passing through the population, whose period is Θ(log n # X ) rounds when the number of source agents in state X is # X . In Section 5, we then discuss how the behavior of any oscillatory-type protocol controlled by the existence of # X has to depend on both n and # X . We prove that for any such protocol with rapid convergence, the cases of subpolynomial # X and # X = Θ(n) can be separated by looking at the portion of the configuration space regularly visited by the protocol. This, in particular, suggests the nature of the dependence of the oscillation period on the precise value of # X , and that the protocols we design with period Θ(log n # X ) are among the most natural solutions to the considered problems.
The proofs of all theorems are deferred to the closing sections of the paper.
Comparison to the State-of-the-Art
Our work fits into lines of research on rumor spreading, opinion spreading, population protocols and other interaction models, and emergent systems. We provide a more comprehensive literature overview of some of these topics in Subsection 1.4.
Other work on the problems. The BitBroadcast problem has been previously considered by Boczkowski, Korman, and Natale in [12] , in a self-stabilizing but synchronous (round-based) setting. A protocol solving their problem was presented, giving a stabilized solution inÕ(log n) time, using a number of states of agents which depends on population size, but exchanging messages of bit size O(1) (this assumption can be modeled in the population protocol framework as a restriction on the permitted rule set). In this sense, our result can be seen as providing improved results with respect to their approach, since it is applicable in an asynchronous setting and reduces the number of states to constant (the latter question was not resolved in [12] and posed as open [11] ). We remark that their protocol has a more general application to the problem of deciding which of the sources X 1 or X 2 is represented by a larger number of agents, provided these two numbers are separated by a multiplicative constant. (Our approach could also be used in such a setting, but the required separation of agent numbers to ensure a correct output would have to be much larger: we can compare values if their logarithms are separated by a multiplicative constant.) The protocol of [12] involves a routine which allows the population to create a synchronized modulo clock, working in a synchronous setting. The period of this clock is independent of the input states of the protocol, which should be contrasted with the oscillators we work on in this paper, which encode the input into a signal (with a period depending on the number of agents in a given input state).
The Detection problem was introduced in a work complementary to this paper [4] . Therein we look at applications of the confirmed rumor spreading problem in DNA computing, focusing on performance on protocols based on a time-to-live principle and on issues of fault tolerance in a real-world model with leaks. The protocols designed there require O(log n) states, and while selfstabilizing, do not display emergent behavior (in particular, agents can be categorized as "informed" and "uninformed", the number of correctly informed agents tends to increase over time, while the corresponding continuous dynamical system stabilizes to a fixed point attractor).
Originality of methods. The oscillatory dynamics we apply rely on an input-parameter-controlled oscillator. The uncontrolled version of the oscillator which we consider here is the length-3 cyclic oscillator of the cyclic type, known in population dynamics under the name of rock-paper-scissors (or RPS). This has been studied intensively in the physics and evolutionary dynamics literature (cf.e.g. [44] for a survey), while algorithmic studies are relatively scarce [17] . We remark that the uncontrolled cyclic oscillator with a longer (but O(1) length cycle) has been applied for clock/phase synchronization in self-stabilizing settings, in variants of the population protocol model which involve a predetermined leader [6] , in extensions of the population protocol model which allow a very large number of states [15] , and very recently also in the standard population protocol setting when resolving the leader election problem [24] . (In the latter work, the connection to oscillatory dynamics is not made explicit, and the longer cycle provides for a neater analysis, although it does not seem to be applicable to our parameter-controllable setting.) Whereas we are not aware of any studies of parameter-controlled oscillators in a protocol design setting (nor for that matter, of rigorous studies in other fields), we should note that such oscillators have frequently appeared in models of biological systems, most notably in biological networks and neuroendocrinology ( [26] for a survey). Indeed, some hormone release and control mechanisms (e.g., for controlling GnRH surges in vertebrates) appear to be following a similar pattern. To the best of our knowledge, no computational (i.e., interaction-protocol-based) explanation for these mechanisms has yet been proposed, and we 
Other self-stabilizing protocols with ω(1)-states: Clock-Sync (in synchronized round model) using O (log n) states [12] Time-to-Live using O (log n) states [4] hope that our work may provide, specifically on the Detection problem, may provide some insights in this direction.
In terms of lower bounds, we rely on rather tedious coupling techniques for protocols allowing randomization, and many of the details are significantly different from lower-bound techniques found in the population protocols literature. We remark that a recent line of work in this area [2, 20] provides a powerful set of tools for proving lower bounds on the number of states (typically Ω(log log n) states) for fast (typically polylogarithmic) population protocols for different problems, especially for the case of deterministic protocols. We were unable to leverage these results to prove our lower bound for the randomized scenario studied here, and believe our coupling analysis is complementary to their results.
Other Related Work
Our work fits into the line of research on rumor spreading, population protocols, and related interaction models. Our work also touches on the issue of how distributed systems may spontaneously achieve some form of coordination with minimum agent capabilities. The basic work in this direction, starting with the seminal paper [31] , focuses on synchronizing timers through asynchronous interprocess communication to allow processes to construct a total ordering of events. A separate interesting question concerns local clocks which, on their own, have some drift, and which need to synchronize in a network environment (cf. e.g. [33, 35] , or [32] for a survey of open problems).
Rumor spreading. Rumor spreading protocols are frequently studied in a synchronous setting. In a synchronous protocol, in each parallel round, each vertex independently at random activates a local rule, which allows it either to spread the rumor (if it is already informed), or possibly also to receive it (if it has not yet been informed, as is the case in the push-pull model). The standard push rumor spreading model assumes that each informed neighbor calls exactly one uninformed neighbor. In the basic scenario, corresponding to the complete interaction network, the number of parallel rounds for a single rumor source to inform all other nodes is given as log 2 n + ln n + o(log n), with high probability [23, 40] . More general graph scenarios have been studied in [21] in the context of applications in broadcasting information in a network. Graph classes studied for the graph model include hypercubes [21] , expanders [43] , and other models of random graphs [22] . The pushpull model of rumor spreading is an important variation: whereas for complete networks the speedup due to the pull process is in the order of a multiplicative constant [27] , the speed up turns out to be asymptotic, e.g., on preferential attachment graphs, where the rumor spreading time is reduced from Θ(log n) rounds in the push model to Θ(log n/log log n) rounds in the push-pull model [19] , as well as on other graphs with a non-uniform degree distribution. The push-pull model often also proves more amenable to theoretical analysis. We note that asynchronous rumor spreading on graphs, in models closer to our random scheduler, has also been considered in recent work [25, 38] , with [25] pointing out the tight connections between the synchronous (particularly push-pull) and asynchronous models in general networks.
Population protocols. Population protocols are a model which captures the way in which the complex behavior of systems (biological, sensor nets, etc.) emerges from the underlying local interactions of agents. The original model of Angluin et al. [5, 7] was motivated by applications in sensor mobility. Despite the limited computational capabilities of individual sensors, such protocols permit at least (depending on available extensions to the model) the computation of two important classes of functions: threshold predicates, which decide if the weighted average of types appearing in the population exceeds a certain value, and modulo remainders of such weighted averages. The majority function, which belongs to the class of threshold functions, was shown to be stably computable for the complete interaction graph [5] ; further results in the area of majority computation can be found in [7, 9, 10, 36] . A survey of applications and models of population protocols is provided in [9, 37] . An interesting line of research is related to studies of the algorithmic properties of dynamics of chemical reaction networks [20] . These are as powerful as population protocols, though some extensions of the chemical reaction model also allow the population size to change in time. Two very recent results in the population protocol model are worthy of special attention. Alistarh, Aspnes, and Gelashvili [3] have resolved the question of the number of states required to solve the Majority problem on a complete network in polylogarithmic time as Θ(log n). For the equally notable task of Leader Election, the papers of Gasieniec and Stachowiak [24] (for the upper bound) together with the work of Alistarh, Aspnes, Eisenstat, Gelashvili, and Rivest [2] (for the lower bound) put the number of states required to resolve this question in polylogarithmic time as Θ(log log n). Both of these results rely on a notion of a self-organizing phase clock. 4 Nonlinearity in interaction protocols. Linear dynamical systems, as well as many nonlinear protocols subjected to rigorous analytical study, have a relatively simple structure of point attractors and repellers in the phase space. The underlying continuous dynamics (in the limit of n → +∞) of many interaction protocols defined for complete graphs would fit into this category: basic models of randomized rumor spreading [40] ; models of opinion propagation (e.g. [1, 14] ); population protocols for problems such as majority and thresholds [5, 7] ; all reducible Markov chain processes, such as random walks and randomized iterative load balancing schemes.
Nonlinear dynamics with non-trivial limit orbits are fundamental to many areas of systems science, including the study of physical, chemical and biological systems, and to applications in control science. In general, population dynamics with interactions between pairs of agents are non-linear (representable as a set of quadratic difference equations) and have potentially complicated structure if the number of states is 3 or more. For example, the simple continuous Lotka-Volterra dynamics [34] gives rise to a number of discrete models, for example one representing interactions of the form A + B → A + A, over some pairs A, B of states in a population (cf. [44] for further generalizations of the framework or [17] for a rigorous analysis in the random scheduler model). The model describes transient stability in a setting in which several species are in a cyclic predator-prey relation. Cyclic protocols of the type have been consequently identified as a potential mechanism for describing and maintaining biodiversity, e.g., in bacterial colonies [28, 29] . Cycles of length 3, in which type A 2 attacks type A 1 , type A 3 attacks type A 2 , and type A 1 attacks type A 3 , form the basis of the basic oscillator, also used as the starting point for protocols in this work, which is referred to as the RPS (rock-paper-scissors) oscillator or simply the 3-cycle oscillator. This protocol has been given a lot of attention in the statistical physics literature. The original analytical estimation method applied to RPS was based on approximation with the Fokker-Planck equation [42] . A subsequent analysis of cyclic 3-and 4-species models using Khasminskii stochastic averaging can be found in [18] , and a mean field approximation-based analysis of RPS is performed in [39] . In [17] , we have performed a study of some algorithmic implications of RPS, showing that the protocol may be used to perform randomized choice in a population, promoting minority opinions, inÕ(n 2 ) steps. All of these results provide a good qualitative understanding of the behavior of the basic cyclic protocols. We remark that the protocol used in this paper is directly inspired by the properties of RPS, as we discuss further on, but has a more complicated interaction structure (see Fig. 1 ).
For protocols with convergence to a single point in the configuration space in the limit of large population size, a discussion of the limit behavior is provided in [13] , who provide examples of protocols converging to limit points at coordinates corresponding to any algebraic numbers.
We also remark that local interaction dynamics on arbitrary graphs (as opposed to the complete interaction graph) exhibit a much more complex structure of their limit behavior, even if the graph has periodic structure, e.g., that of a grid. Oscillatory behavior may be overlaid with spatial effects [44] , or the system may have an attractor at a critical point, leading to simple dynamic processes displaying self-organized criticality (SOC, [41] ).
PRELIMINARIES: BUILDING BLOCKS FOR POPULATION PROTOCOLS 2.1 Protocol Definition
A randomized population protocol for a population of n agents is defined as a pair P = (K n , R n ), where K n is the set of states and R n is the set of interaction rules. The interaction graph is complete. We will simply write P = (K, R), when considering a protocol which is universal (i.e., defined in the same way for each value of n) or if the value of n is clear from the context. All the protocols we design are universal; our lower bounds also apply to some non-universal protocols. The set of rules R ⊆ K 4 × [0, 1] is given so that each rule j ∈ R is of the form j = (i 1 (j), i 2 (j), o 1 (j), o 2 (j), q j ), describing an interaction read as:
as the set of rules acting on the pair of states i 1 , i 2 , and impose that
For a state A ∈ K, we denote the number of agents in state A as # A, and the concentration of state A as a = # A/n, and likewise for a set of states A, we write # A = A∈A # A. In any configuration of the system, each of the n agents from the population is in one of the states from K n . The protocol is executed by an asynchronous scheduler, which runs in steps. In every step the scheduler uniformly at random chooses from the population a pair of distinct agents to interact: the initiator and the receiver. If the initiator and receiver are in states i 1 and i 2 , respectively, then the protocol executes at most one rule from set protocol R i 1 ,i 2 , selecting rule j ∈ R i 1 ,i 2 with probability q j . If rule j is executed, the initiator then changes its state to o 1 (j) and the receiver to o 2 (j). The source has a special state, denoted X in the Detection problem, or one of two special states, denoted {X 1 , X 2 } in the BitBroadcast problem, which is never modified by any rule.
All protocols are presented in the randomized framework, in which transition probabilities are some rational absolute constants (independent of population size). The universal protocols considered here are amenable to a form of conversion into deterministic rules discussed in [2] , which simulates randomness of rules by exploiting the inherent randomness of the scheduler in choosing interacting node pairs to distribute weakly dependent random bits around the system.
All protocols designed in this work are one-way (cf. [8] ), which means that for any rule j ∈ R, we have o 1 (j) = i 1 (j) (i.e., have all rules of the form A + B → A + C, also more compactly written as A: B → C), which makes them relevant in a larger number of application. As an illustrative example, we remark that the basic rumor spreading (epidemic) model is one-way and given simply as 1 : 0 → 1. All protocols can also obviously be rewritten to act on unordered pairs of agents picked by the scheduler, rather than ordered pairs.
Protocol Composition Technique
Our protocols will be built from simpler elements. Our basic building block is the input-controlled oscillatory protocol P o (see Fig. 1 ). We then use protocol P o as a component in the construction of other, more complex protocols, without disrupting the operation of the original protocol.
Formally, we consider a protocol P B using state set B = {B i : 1 ≤ i ≤ k b } and rule set R B , and a protocol extension P BC using a state set The composed protocol P B • P BC is a population protocol with set of states B × C. Its rules are defined so that, for a selected pair of agents in states (B i , C j ) and (B i ′ , C j ′ ), we obtain a pair of agents in states (B i * , C j * ) and (B i ′ * , C j ′ * ) according to a probability distribution defined so that:
• Each pair B i * , B i ′ * appears in the output states of the two agents with the same probability as it would in an execution of protocol P B on a pair of agents in states B i and B i ′ . • Each pair C j * , C j ′ * appears in the output states of the two agents with the probability given by the definition of P BC .
In the above, the pairs of agents activated by P B and P BC are not independent of each other. This is a crucial property in the composition of protocol P o when composing it with further blocks to solve the Detection problem. We denote by 1 B the identity protocol which preserves agent states on set of states B. For a protocol P, we denote by P/2 a lazy version of a protocol P in which the rule activation of P occurs with probability 1/2, and with probability 1/2 the corresponding rule of the identity protocol is activated. Note that all asymptotic bounds on expected and w.h.p. convergence time obtained for any protocol P also apply to protocol P/2, in the regime of at least a logarithmic number of rounds. We also sometimes treat a protocol extension P BC as a protocol in itself, applied to the identity protocol 1 B .
The independently composed protocol P B + P BC is defined as an implementation of the composed protocol (P B /2)•(P BC /2), realized with the additional constraint that in each step, either the rule of P B is performed with an identity rule extension, or the rule extension of P BC is performed on top of the identity protocol 1 B . Such a definition is readily verified to be correct by a simple coupling argument (akin to arguments used when analysing coupled random walks), and allows us to analyze protocols P B and P BC , observing that the pairs (identities) of agents activated by the scheduler in the respective protocols are independent.
All the composed protocols (and protocol extensions) we design are also one-way, i.e., C j * = C j and B i * = B i , with probability 1. In notation, rules omitted from the description of protocol extensions are implicit, occurring with probability 0 (where C j * C j ) or with the probability necessary for the normalization of the distribution to 1, where the state is preserved (where C j * = C j ).
As a matter of naming convention, we name the states in the separate state sets of the composed protocols with distinct letters of the alphabet, together with their designated subscripts and superscripts. The rumor source X is treated specially and uses a separate letter (and may be seen as a one state protocol without any rules, on top of which all other protocols are composed; in particular, its state is never modified). The six remaining states of protocol P o are named with the letters A ? ? , as usual in its definition. Subsequent protocols will use different letters, e.g., M ? and L ? .
OVERVIEW OF PROTOCOL DESIGNS 3.1 Main Routine: Input-Controlled Oscillator
Protocol P o
We first describe the main routine which allows us to convert local input parameters (the existence of the source) into a form of global periodic signal on the population. This main building block is the construction of a 7-state protocol P o following oscillatory dynamics, whose design we believe to be of independent interest. The complete design of protocol P o is shown in Fig. 1 . The source state is denoted by X . Additionally, there are six states, called A + i and A ++ i , for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The naming of states in the protocol is intended to maintain a direct connection with the dynamics of the RPS oscillator, which is defined by the simple rule "A i : A i−1 → A i , for i = 1, 2, 3". In fact, we will retain the convention A i = {A + i , A ++ i } and a i = a + i + a ++ i , and consider the two states A + i and A ++ i to be different flavors of the same species A i , referring to the respective superscripts as either lazy ( + ) or aggressive ( ++ ).
The protocol has the property that in the absence of X , it stops in a corner state of the phase space, in which only one of three possible states appears in the population, and otherwise regularly (every O(log n) rounds) moves sufficiently far away from all corner states.
An intuitive formalization of the basic properties of the protocol is given by the theorem below. Theorem 3.1. There exists a universal protocol P o with |K | = 7 states, including a distinguished source state X , which has the following properties.
(1) For any starting configuration, in the absence of the source ( # X = 0), the protocol always reaches a configuration such that:
• all agents are in the same state: either A ++ 1 , or A ++ 2 , or A ++ 3 ; • no further state transitions occur after this time. Such a configuration is reached in O(log n) rounds, with constant probability (thus: in O(log n) rounds in expectation, and in O(log 2 n) rounds with probability 1 − O(1/n)).
(2) For any starting configuration, in the presence of the source ( # X ≥ 1), we have with probability 1 − O(1/n):
• for each state i ∈ K \ {X }, there exists a time step in the next O(log n # X ) rounds when at least a constant fraction of all agents are in state i; • during the next O(log n # X ) rounds, at least a constant fraction of all agents change their state at least once.
All omitted proofs can be found in the full version of the paper. The RPS dynamics provides the basic oscillator mechanism which is still largely retained in our scenario. Most of the difficulty lies in controlling its operation as a function of the presence or absence of the rumor source. We do this by applying two separate mechanisms.
(1) Interaction with an initiator from the same species makes receiver aggressive:
(2) Interaction with an initiator from a different species makes receiver lazy (case of no attack):
(3) A lazy initiator has probability p of performing a successful attack on its prey:
(4) An aggressive initiator has probability 2p of performing a successful attack on its prey:
(5) The source converts any receiver into a lazy state of a uniformly random species:
Figure 1:
Rules of the basic oscillator protocol P o . The adopted notation for one-way rules is of the form A: B → C, corresponding to transitions written as A + B → A + C in the notation of chemical reaction networks or (A, B) → (A, C) in the notation of population dynamics. All rules apply to i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, whereas a question mark ? in a superscript or subscript denotes a wildcard, matching any permitted combination of characters, which may be set independently for each agent. Probability p > 0 is any (sufficiently small) absolute constant.
The presence of rumor source X shifts the oscillator towards an orbit closer to the central orbit (A 1 , A 2 , A 3 ) = (1/3, 1/3, 1/3) through rule (5) , which increases the value of potential ϕ := ln(a 1 a 2 a 3 ), where a i = # A i /n. Conversely, independent of the existence of rumor source X , a second mechanism is intended to reduce the value of potential ϕ. This mechanism exploits the difference between the aggressive and lazy flavors of the species. Following rule (1), an agent belonging to a species becomes more aggressive if it meets another from the same species, and subsequently attacks agents from its prey species with doubled probability following rule (4). This behavior somehow favors larger species, since they are expected to have (proportionally) more aggressive agents than the smaller species (in which pairwise interactions between agents of the same species are less frequent) -the fraction of agents in A i which are aggressive would, in an idealized static scenario, be proportional to a i . (This is, in fact, often far from true due to the interactions between the different aspects of the dynamics). As a very loose intuition, the destabilizing behavior of the considered rule on the oscillator is resemblant of the effect an eccentrically fitted weight has on a rotating wheel, pulling the oscillator towards more external orbits (with smaller values of ϕ).
The intuition for which the proposed dynamics works, and which we will formalize and prove rigorously in the full version of the paper, can now be stated as follows: in the presence of rumor source X , the dynamics will converge to a form of orbit on which the two effects, the stabilizing and destabilizing one, eventually compensate each other (in a time-averaged sense). The period of a single rotation of the oscillator around such an orbit is between O(1) and O(log n), depending on the concentration of X . In the absence of X , the destabilizing rule will prevail, and the oscillator will quickly crash into a side of the triangle.
For small values of # X > 0, the protocol can be very roughly (and non-rigorously) viewed as cyclic composition of three dominant rumor spreading processes over three sets of states A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , one converting states A 1 to A 3 , the next from A 3 to A 2 , and the last from A 2 to A 1 , which spontaneously take over at moments of time separated by O(log n) parallel rounds. For other starting configurations, and especially for the case of # X = 0, the dynamics of the protocol, which has 5 free dimensions, is more involved to describe and analyze. In the full version of the paper, we provide some further insights into the operation of the protocol, notably formalizing the notion that an intuitively understood oscillation (going from a small number of agents in some state A i , to a large number of agents in state A i , and back again to a small number of agents in state A i ) takes Θ(log n # X ) rounds, with probability 1 − O(1/n). As such, protocol P o can be seen as converting local input # X into a global periodic signal with period Θ(log n # X ). What remains is allowing nodes to extract information from this periodic signal.
Simulation timelines shown in Fig. 6 illustrate the idea of operation of protocol P o and its composition with other protocols.
We remark that in the case of # X = 0, the time for the protocol to stabilize is by the oscillator subroutine is given as O(log n) rounds only with constant probability. Due to the fact that we exploit the variance of the random choices made by the scheduler in the analysis, this does not readily extend to a comparable w.h.p. analysis. Using the fact that this result holds for any starting configuration of the process, we have for any positive integer a that the process stabilizes in O(a log n) rounds with probability at least 1 − 2 −Ω(a) . Consequently, the expected convergence time of the process is O(log n), and the best w.h.p. bound we know (which appears tight)
is O(log 2 n) rounds with probability 1 − O(1/n), as stated in the theorem. The analysis we perform is largely insensitive to the details of the scheduler and may be performed similarly for other fair random scheduler models (including parallel schedulers).
Protocols for BitBroadcast
A solution to BitBroadcast is obtained starting with an independent composition of two copies of oscillator P o , called P o [1] and P o [2] , with states in one protocol denoted by subscript [1] and in the other by subscript [2] . The respective sources are thus written as X [1] and X [2] . In view of Theorem 3.1, in this composition P o[1] + P o [2] , under the promise of the BitBroadcast problem, one of the oscillators will be running and the other will stop in a corner of its state space. Which of the oscillators is running can be identified by the presence of states A + i [z], which will only appear for z ∈ {1, 2} corresponding to the operating oscillator. Moreover, by the same Theorem, every O(log n) rounds a constant fraction of agents of this oscillator will be in such a state A + i [z], for any choice of i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. We can thus design the protocol extension P b to detect this. This is given by the pair of additional output states {Y 1 , Y 2 } and the rule extension consisting of the two rules shown in Fig. 2 . Theorem 3.2 (Protocol for BitBroadcast). Protocol (P o[1] + P o [2] ) + P b , having |K | = 74 states, including distinguished source states X [1] , X [2] converges to an exact solution of BitBroadcast. This occurs in O(log n) parallel rounds in expectation. In the output encoding, agent states of the form (·, ·, Y z ) represent answer "z", for z ∈ {1, 2}.
The protocol (P o[1] + P o [2] ) + P b is not "silent", i.e., it undergoes perpetual transitions of state, even once the output has been decided. As a side remark, we note that for the single-source broadcasting problem, or more generally for the case when the number of sources is small, max{ # X [1] , # X [2] } = O(1), we can propose the following simpler silent protocol. We define protocol P ′ o , by modifying protocol P o as follows. We remove from it Rule (5), and replace it by to the four rules shown in Fig. 3 . The analysis of the modified protocol follows from the same arguments as those used to prove Theorem 3.1(1). In the regime of max{ # X [1] , # X [2] } = O(1), the effect of the source does not influence the convergence of the process and each of the three possible corner configurations, with exclusively species {A 1 , A 2 , A 3 }, is reached in O(log n) rounds with constant probability. However, rules (5a) − (5d) enforce that the only stable configuration which will persist is the one in a corner corresponding to the identity of the source, i.e., A 1 for source X [1] and A 2 for source X [2] ; the source will restart the oscillator in all other cases. We thus obtain the following side result, for which we leave out the details of the proof. Observation 1. Protocol P ′ o , having |K | = 6 + 2 = 8 states, including distinguished source states X [1] , X [2] converges to an exact solution of BitBroadcast, eventually stopping with all agents in state A ++ 1 if source X [1] is present and stopping with all agents in state A ++ 2 if source X [2] is present, with no subsequent state transition. The stabilization occurs within O(log n) parallel rounds in expectation if max{ # X [1] , # X [2] } = O(1), i.e., the broadcast originates from a constant number of sources.
Protocol for Detection
The solution to problem Detection is more involved. It relies on two auxiliary extensions added on top of a single oscillator P o . The first, P m , runs an instance of the 3-state majority protocol of Angluin et al. [7] within each species A i of the oscillator. For this reason, the composition between P o and P m has to be of the form P o • P m (i.e., it cannot be independent). The operation of this extension is shown in Fig. 4 and analyzed in the full version of the paper. It relies crucially on an interplay of two parameters: the time Θ(log n # X ) taken by the oscillator to perform an orbit, and the time Ω(log n # X ) it takes for the majority protocol (which is reset by the oscillator in its every oscillation) to converge to a solution. When parameters are tuned so that the second time length is larger a constant number of times than the first, a constant proportion of the agents of the population are involved in the majority computation, i.e., both of the clashing states in the fight for dominance still include Ω(n) agents. In the absence of a source, shortly after the oscillator stops, one of these states takes over, and the other disappears.
The above-described difference can be detected by the second, much simpler, extension P l , designed in Fig. 5 and analyzed in the full version of the paper. The number of "lights" switched on during the operation of the protocol will almost always be more than (1 − ε)n, where ε > 0 is a parameter controlled by the probability of lights spontaneously disengaging, and may be set to an arbitrarily small constant. Theorem 3.3 (Protocol for Detection). For any ε > 0, protocol (P o • P m ) + P l , having |K | = 6 · 3 · 3 + 1 = 55 states, including a distinguished source state X , which solves the problem of spreading confirmed rumors as follows:
(1) For any starting configuration, in the presence of the source ( # X ≥ 1), after an initialization period of O(log n) rounds, at an arbitrary time step the number of agents in an output state corresponding to a "yes" answer is (1 − ε)n, with probability 1 − O(1/n).
(2) For any starting configuration, in the absence of the source ( # X = 0), the system always reaches a configuration such that all agents are in output states corresponding to a "no" answer for all subsequent time steps. Such a configuration is reached in O(log n) rounds, in expectation.
IMPOSSIBILITY RESULTS FOR PROTOCOLS WITHOUT NON-STATIONARY EFFECTS
For convenience of notation, we identify a configuration of the population with a vector z = (z (1) , . . . , z (k ) ) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n} k = Z , where z (i) , for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, denotes the number of agents in the population having state i, and ∥z ∥ 1 = n. Our main lower bound may now be stated as follows.
(6a) Interaction with agent state A + ? [1] sets agent output to Y 1 :
(A + ? [1] , A ++ ? [2] , Y ? ) : (A ? ? [1] , A ? ? [2] , Y ? ) → Y 1 (6a) Interaction with agent state A + ? [2] sets agent output to Y 2 :
(A ++ ? [1] , A + ? [2] , Y ? ) : (A ? ? [1] , A ? ? [2] , Y ? ) → Y 2 (5a-5b) Interaction with source X [1] alters corner configurations different from A 1 :
(5c-5d) Interaction with source X [2] alters corner configurations different from A 2 : Figure 3 : Protocol P ′ o is obtained from the basic oscillator protocol P o by removing Rule (5) and replacing it by the two rules shown above. (7-10) Three-state majority protocol among agents of the same type: Theorem 4.1 (Fixed points preclude fast stabilization). Let ε 1 > 0 be arbitrarily chosen, let P be any k-state protocol, and let z 0 be a configuration of the system with at most n ε 0 agents in state X , where ε 0 ∈ (0, ε 1 ] is a constant depending only on k and ε 1 . Let B be a subset of the state space around z 0 such that the population of each state within B is within a factor of at most n ε 0 from that in z 0 (for any z ∈ B, for all states i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, we have z
Suppose that in an execution of P starting from configuration z 0 , with probability 1 − o(1), the configurations of the system in the next n 2ε 1 parallel rounds are confined to B.
Then, an execution of P for n 2ε 0 parallel rounds, starting from a configuration in which state X has been removed from z 0 , reaches a configuration in a O(n 6ε 1 )-neighborhood of B, with probability 1 − o(1).
In the statement of the Theorem, for the sake of maintaining the size of the population, we interpret "removing state X from z 0 " as replacing the state of all agents in state X by some other state, chosen adversarially (in fact, this may be any state which has sufficiently many representatives in configuration z 0 ). The O(n 6ε 1 )neighborhood of B is understood in the sense of the 1-norm or, asymptotically equivalently, the total variation distance, reflecting configurations which can be converted into a configuration from B by flipping the states of O(n 6ε 1 ) agents. The proof of Theorem 4.1 is provided in the full version of the paper. It proceeds by a coupling argument between a process starting from z 0 and a perturbed process in which state X has been removed. The analysis treats differently rules and states which are seldom encountered during the execution of the protocol from those that are encountered with polynomially higher probability (such a clear separation is only possible when k = O(poly log log n)). Eventually, the probability of success of the coupling reduces to a two-dimensional biased random walk scenario, in which the coordinates represent differences between the number of times particular rules have been executed in the two coupled processes.
We have the following direct corollaries for the problems we are considering. For Detection, if B represents the set of configurations of the considered protocol, which are understood as the protocol giving the answer " # X > 0", then our theorem says that, with probability 1 − o(1), the vast majority of agents will not "notice" that # X had been set to 0, even a polynomial number of rounds after this has occurred, and thus cannot yield a correct solution. An essential element of the analysis is that it works only when state X is removed in the perturbed process. Thus, there is nothing to prevent the dynamics from stabilizing even to a single point in the case of X = 0, which is indeed the case for our protocol P r . The argument for BitBroadcast only applies to situations where the source agent is sending out white noise (independently random bits in successive interactions). Such a source can be interpreted as a pair of sources in states X 1 and X 2 in the population, each disclosing itself with probability 1/2 upon activation and staying silent otherwise. In the cases covered by the lower bound, the scenario in which the source X 1 is completely suppressed cannot be distinguished from the scenario in which both X 1 and X 2 appear; likewise, the scenario in which the source X 2 is completely suppressed cannot be distinguished from the scenario in which both X 1 and X 2 appear. By coupling all three processes, this would imply the indistinguishability of the all these configurations, including those with only source X 1 and only source X 2 , which would imply incorrect operation of the protocol.
Whereas we use the language of discrete dynamics for precise statements, we informally remark that the protocols covered by the lower bound of Theorem 4.1 include those whose dynamics z t /n, described in the continuous limit (n → +∞), has only point attractors, repellers, and fixed points. In this sense, the use of oscillatory dynamics in our protocol seems inevitable.
The impossibility result is stated in reference to protocols with a constant number of states, however, it may be extended to protocols with a non-constant number of states k, showing that such protocols require n exp[−O (poly(k ))] time to reach a desirable output. (This time is larger than polylogarithmic up to some threshold value k = O(poly log log n).) The lower bound covers randomized protocols, including those in which rule probabilities depend on n (i.e., nonuniversal ones).
INPUT-CONTROLLED BEHAVIOR OF PROTOCOLS FOR DETECTION
In this Section, we consider the periodicity of protocols for selforganizing oscillatory dynamics, in order to understand how the period of a phase clock must depend on the input parameters. We focus on the setting of the Detection problem, considering the value # X of the input parameter. In Section 3.1, we noted informally that the designed oscillatory protocol performs a complete rotation around the triangle in Θ(log n/ # X ) rounds. Here, we provide partial evidence that the periodicity of any oscillatory protocol depends both on the value of # X and n. We do this by bounding the portions of the configuration space in which a protocol solving Detection finds itself in most time steps, separating the cases of sub-polynomial # X (i.e., # X < n ε 0 , where ε 0 > 0 is a constant dependent on the specific protocol), and the case of # X = Θ(n). Any protocol on k states (not necessarily of oscillatory nature) can be viewed as a Markov chain in its k-dimensional configuration space [0, n] k , and as in Section 4 we identify a configuration with a vector z ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n} k = Z . The configuration at time step t is denoted z(t). In what follows, we will look at the equivalent space of log-configurations, given by the bijection:
Z ∋ z =(z (1) , . . . , z (k ) ) → (ln • z (1) , . . . , ln • z (k ) ≡ ln • z ∈ {ln • 0, ln • 1, . . . , ln • n} k ), where ln • a = ln a for a > 0 and ln • a = −1 for a = 0.
For z 0 ∈ Z , we will refer to the d-log-neighborhood of z 0 as the set of points {z ∈ Z : | ln • z − ln • z 0 | < d}.
Notice first that the notion of a box in the statement of Theorem 4.1 is closely related to the set of points in the (ε 0 ln n)-logneighborhood of configuration z 0 . It follows from the Theorem that any protocol for solving Detection within a polylogarithmic number of rounds T with probability 1 − o(1) must, in the case of 0 < # X < n ε 0 , starting from z 0 at some time t 0 , leave the (ε 0 ln n)log-neighborhood of z 0 within T rounds with probability 1 − o (1) . We obtain the following corollary. Proposition 5.1. Fix a universal protocol P which solves the Detection problem with ε-error in T = O(poly log n) rounds with probability 1 − o(1). Set 0 < # X < n ε 0 , where ε 0 > 0 is a constant which depends only on the definition of protocol # X . Let t 0 be an arbitrarily chosen moment of time after at least T rounds from the initialization of the protocol in any initial state. Then, within T rounds after time t 0 , there is a moment of time t such that z(t) is not in the (ε 0 ln n)-log-neighborhood of z(t 0 ), with probability 1 − o(1). □
The above Proposition suggests that oscillatory or quasi-oscillatory behavior at low concentrations of state X must be of length Ω(log n). By contrast, the following Proposition shows that in the case # X = Θ(n), the protocol may remain tied to a constant-size log-neighborhood of its configuration space. Proposition 5.2. Fix a universal protocol P with set of states K which solves the Detection problem with ε-error inT = O(poly log n) rounds with probability 1 − o(1). Then, there exists a constant δ 0 > 0, depending only on the design of protocol P, with the following property. Fix # X ∈ [cn, n/2], where 0 < c < 1/2 is an arbitrarily chosen constant. Let t be an arbitrarily chosen moment of time, after at least T rounds from the initialization of the protocol at an adversarially chosen initial configuration z(0), such that each coordinate z (i) (0) satisfies z (i) (0) = 0 or z (i) (0) > 1/(2|K |), for all i ∈ {1, . . . , |K |}. Then, with probability 1 − e −n Ω (1) , z(t) is in the δ 0 -log-neighborhood of z(0).
Note that, in the regime of a constant-size log-neighborhood of configuration z(0), the discrete dynamics of the protocol adheres closely to the continuous-time version of its dynamics in the limit n → +∞. Since the latter is independent of n, any oscillatory behavior "inherited" from the continuous dynamic would have a period of O(1) rounds. We leave as open the question whether some form of behavior of a protocol with polylogarithmic (i.e., or more broadly, non-constant and subpolynomial) periodicity for Detection can be designed in the regime of # X = Θ(n) despite this obstacle. In particular, the authors believe that the existence of an input-controlled phase clock with a period of Θ(log n) for any # X > 0, and the absence of operation for # X = 0, is unlikely in the class of discrete dynamical systems given by the rules of population protocols. Figure 6 : Illustration of concentration of various features as a function of time steps for a simulation of the protocol P o and solution to Detection for n = 10 6 , p = 6 · 10 −2 , q = 10 −2 , r = 10 −1 , s = 1 in various scenarios. The left column shows concentration of species A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , the middle one the majority layer, and the right one the light. First row: initialization from a corner configuration ( # X = 1, left panel), further dynamics of the protocol after rumor source is removed ( # X = 0, middle panel), further dynamics of the protocol after rumor source is reinserted ( # X = 1, right panel). Middle row: initialization from a configuration with A 1 = A 2 = A 3 = 1/3 and # X = 0. Bottom row: as above, with # X = 1. The range of the horizontal time scale corresponds to 2500 parallel rounds of the protocol.
